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Laser-driven implosion of a cylindrical plasma

T. R. Clark and H. M. Milchberg
Institute for Physical Science and Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

~Received 23 October 1997!

We present what to our knowledge is the first time-resolved measurement of the electron density profile of
a laser-driven concentric implosion. Cylindrically symmetric plasmas are driven by two spatially coincident
line-focused laser pulses. If a plasma channel is allowed to form after the first pulse, the second pulse drives
an inward compression wave which converges on the channel axis and later relaxes. The two-pulse absorption
and ionization can significantly exceed that due to a single pulse of the same total energy, with the second
pulse being almost totally absorbed.@S1063-651X~98!08603-6#

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.35.Mw, 52.40.Db
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INTRODUCTION

Laser-heated, thermally driven plasma channels are a
means for controlling intense laser-matter interactions@1#.
One of the striking features of these channels is their h
degree of radial and axial symmetry@2#, which results from
using axicon or conical lens focusing optics@3,4# for the
generation of the plasma in a uniform density gas back
With the conical wave produced by an axicon, optical ra
approach the focus from the side, with the important con
quence that the laser energy responsible for elongated pla
generation and heating passes through little interven
plasma@3#. For pulses shorter than;100– 200 ps, little ra-
dial plasma motion on a scale comparable to the heated
gion’s diameter takes place during the pulse. Pulses wh
are too short would tend to transfer and amplify nonunif
mities in the laser beam profile onto the axial electron d
sity profile, with little opportunity for smoothing by electro
thermal diffusion and collisional ionization during the puls
A longer pulse can continue to heat the plasma while s
electron density nonuniformity is smoothed. The 100
pulses used in these experiments are appropriate for su
mospheric density range gas targets, since they are com
rable to or shorter than the fastest hydrodynamic time s
of shock wave evolution, and they are sufficiently long f
thermal smoothing to eliminate density nonuniformity@3#.

The plasma columns resulting from axicon-focused sh
laser pulses therefore make possible the investigation
laser-driven plasma hydrodynamics in a highly symmet
one-dimensional regime. This is of interest for benchmark
of codes modeling laser-plasma interactions@5#, basic stud-
ies of high temperature shock phenomena in laboratory
astrophysical plasmas@6#, and applications such as the co
trol of guided optical modes@7#.

In this paper we present measurements of the dynamic
a cylindrically symmetric laser plasma driven by two sp
tially coincident laser pulses of variable temporal separa
focused in an ambient gas. We find that the resulting hyd
dynamic evolution depends significantly on the energy ra
and delay between the two pulses. If the second puls
applied after a characteristic time determined by plasma
pansion, the resulting total absorption and ionization sign
cantly exceeds that obtained by a single pulse of the s
total energy, with the second pulse almost totally absorb
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3417~6!/$15.00
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For delays long enough to allow a plasma channel to fo
after the first pulse, the second pulse drives an inward c
pression wave, resulting in a significant on-axis density
hancement. In previous work@7#, we showed that the appli
cation of a second axicon pulse to an already develo
channel would result in the cutoff of guiding of a probe pul
injected at the channel entrance after;1-ns delay, followed
by the appearance of an annular mode at further delay,
eventually a return to a central mode. We attributed th
effects to a compression wave driven by the second hea
pulse. This has now been verified experimentally.

In recent work of other groups, soft x-ray interferomet
was used to measure electron density profiles in collid
plasmas from segmented solid targets@8#, and x-ray back-
lighting @9# and spectral line analysis@10# has made possible
the inference of mass density and electron density in
much higher density environment of imploded inertial co
finement fusion capsules. But to our knowledge, our exp
ment is the firstdirect measurement of the time-resolve
electron density profile of a laser-driven concentric imp
sion.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The laser used in this experiment is a mode-lock
Nd:YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! oscillator–regenerative
and power amplifier system. Two spatially coincident outp
pulses with adjustable relative energy and delay were p
duced by injecting the regenerative amplifier with two se
pulses, ensuring collinearity throughout the rest of the opt
system. This was essential to achieving spatial overlap
plasma compression symmetry over the full extent of
axicon line focus. The relative intensity and delay betwe
the two pulses was controlled at the regenerative ampl
input by a half wave plate plus polarizing beam splitter a
an optical delay line~0–6 ns!. The two output pulses~1.064
mm, 100 ps, total energy;500 mJ! generated and heated th
plasma at the;1-cm-long line focus of a 35° base ang
axicon, with peak intensity 531013 W/cm2.

Figure 1 shows the optical arrangement for plasma g
eration and heating, and for electron density measurem
Time- and space-resolved density profiles were determi
using a folded wave front interferometer@2#, where the 532-
nm, 100-mJ, 70-ps interferometer probe pulse was obtain
3417 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3418 57T. R. CLARK AND H. M. MILCHBERG
by frequency doubling a portion of the 1064-nm light sp
off at an earlier point in the Nd:YAG system amplifier chai
The ratio between the two 1064-nm pump pulses,P1 and
P2 , was sufficiently large that the interferograms were dom
nated by a single 532-nm probe pulse. The probe was pa
through an optical delay line with delay of21 to 11 ns with
respect to the first pump pulse. Single shot interferogra
were recorded on a charge coupled device camera and
tized by a frame grabber. The spatial resolution of the sys
was set by the overall magnification of;253 to be
;1.5mm/pixel, while the temporal resolution of 70 ps wa
set by the probe pulse duration. Pump absorption meas
ments were made by using a second, large aperture axico
recollimate laser energy passing through the pump axi
focus, and directing it to an energy meter. Fresnel reflect
from the channel wall, scattering, and off-resonant side c
pling to channel modes@11# are all small so that the reduc
tion in pump energy transmitted through the focus was
tributed to absorption.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows fractional absorption of the total energy
a function of delay between the two pump pulses~the first
pulse to second pulse energy ratio was;2.7:1! for a 180 torr
Ar–20 torr N2O gas mixture. This energy ratio allowed ion
ization by the first pulse to neonlike Ar on axis, making th
analysis more straightforward as will be seen below. T
N2O component field-ionizes early in the pulse
;1013 W/cm2 and provides seed electrons for the unifor
avalanche breakdown of Ar@2#. In the range of delay 0.5–5
ns, the total absorption of the two pulses increased by alm
a factor of 6. The gap in the plot between 3 and 5 ns is d
to blocking of the regenerative amplifier injection beam pa
by the delay line translator. The inset shows fractional
sorption of the second pulse alone, indicating greater t
90% absorption at 5-ns delay, a value as high as absorp
in long scale length plasmas from solid targets@12# or in
clusters produced by supersonic nozzles@13#.

The dynamics of this absorption process and the sub
quent plasma evolution are shown in the time-resolved e

FIG. 1. Optical arrangement, showing pump pulsesP1 and P2

~1064 nm, 100 ps! with separationt passing through the pump
axicon, the collection axicon for absorption measurement, and
folded wave front interferometer with probe pulse~532 nm, 70 ps!,
imaging optics~shown schematically! and reflection wedge. The
plasma is shown between the pump and collection axicons.
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tron density profiles of Fig. 3 for the 2.7:1 energy ratio
Fig. 2 and a two-pulse delay of 1.5 ns. Channel format
occurs within a few hundred picoseconds of the first pulse
seen in Fig. 3~a!. By 1.9 ns, or within;400 ps after the
second pulse, the electron density at the outer side of
shock region has grown significantly. It is at this time tha
prompt increase in guided light transmission in a low ord
mode was observed@7#, and this can now be clearly attrib
uted to the enhanced channel wall. By;0.5 ns after the ap-
plication of the second pulse, the shock region has split@Fig.
3~b!#, with the appearance of an inwardly directed compr
sion wave along with the continuing outward shock prop
gation, which is newly accelerated. During this phase, gu
ing of low order modes was observed to be cut off@7#. The
compression wave, moving at an average velocity of
3106 cm/s, reaches the channel axis;1.5 ns after the sec
ond pulse, and the electron density peaks another nano
ond later@Fig. 3~c!#, at a level higher than in the shock an
approaching the level reached immediately after the fi
pulse. Around this delay time, guiding was observed to oc
in annular modes@7#. The central peak then relaxes over t
next ;2 ns as the density returns to the typical channel p
file produced by a single pulse. During this period, the a
nular guided mode was observed to fill in and a central m
reappeared@7#. For pump pulse separations of less th
;1 ns at this gas fill pressure, a compression wave was
observed because sufficiently deep channel formation~or a
distinct channel wall! did not have time to develop in ad
vance of the second pulse.

To understand these dynamics, a model calculation
performed for 200 torr Ar irradiated by two 100-ps full widt
at half maximum pulses separated by 1.5 ns, with a p
intensity ratio of 2.7:1 and first pulse peak intensity of
31013 W/cm2. A J0 profile ~zero order Bessel beam!, with
radius to first zero of;3 mm, was used to model the axico
focus. The model is a one-dimensional~in radial coordinate!
Lagrangian hydrocode@1#, which includes field ionization

e

FIG. 2. Percent absorption vs delay between the two pu
pulses for first pulse to second pulse energy ratio 2.7:1. The poi
zero delay is for absorption of a single 500-mJ pulse. The inset
plot of absorption of the second pulse 135 mJ alone, calcula
using the known absorption of first 365-mJ pulse. The gas mixt
is 180-torr Ar–20-torr N2O.
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57 3419LASER-DRIVEN IMPLOSION OF A CYLINDRICAL PLASMA
@14#, inverse bremsstrahlung heating, thermal conduc
~taken to be the lesser of the gradient based flow or
flux-limited flow at each grid point!, collision-based ioniza-
tion and recombination, and collisional energy exchange
tween electrons and ions. The peak intensity used in the
culation was higher than the measured vacuum value o

FIG. 3. ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! Measured electron density profiles fo
two-pulse irradiation. Times shown for the probe pulse are rela
to the arrival of the first pump pulse (t50). The second pump puls
arrives att51.5 ns.
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31013 W/cm2 in order to achieve peak ionization on an ax
similar to that measured in the experiment. In this conte
we note that at present our hydrocode calculation does
consider the effect of the plasma on the laser field. Fig
4~a! shows the pressure profilesP(r ) just before~1.5 ns! and
after ~1.7 ns! the second pulse arrives~the peak pulse inten
sity of the second pulse occurs att51.62 ns in the calcula-
tion!. Just to the left of the peak pressure in the 1.7-ns cu
the force per unit volume on the plasma,2]P/]r , points
inward, and just to the right of the peak2]P/]r points
outward. It is therefore clear that the compression wave
the newly accelerated outward shock are driven by stron
enhanced inward and outward forces from the pressure
dients produced through heating and ionization by the s
ond pulse in the cool dense plasma of the original sh
region. The subsequent evolution of the electron density p
file to maximum compression is shown in Figs. 4~b! and
4~c!, which show qualitative agreement with the measu
ments of Fig. 3.

The time-resolved electron density profiles were used
extract estimates of the post-pulse temperature evolut
Figure 5 shows the shock position~taken to be the half maxi-
mum phase shift point on the interferogram@2#! vs time for a
single pulse@Fig. 5~a!#, and for two-pulse cases~energy ratio
2.7:1! of the same total energy with pulse separations of 5
ps @Fig. 5~b!# and 1.5 ns@Fig. 5~c!#. In the two-pulse cases
the outgoing shock position was used for these plots. Le
squares fits were made to the expressionRs5atm for the
shock radial position, givingm50.5 to within 10%, witha
depending on the plot and segment. For the 1.5-ns sep
tion, there is a distinct break in the shock evolution after
second pulse arrives~consistent with the extra velocity kick
imparted by the second pulse! so that two best fit segment
are shown for this plot. A break could not be discerned in
500-ps delay data, since an initial shock had not yet clea
formed. An exponentm close to1

2 identifies the dynamics a
nearly adiabatic expansion of a cylindrical blast wave
which the self-similar solution@15# gives a5j0(E/r0)1/4,
whereE is the initial energy per unit length of cylinder avai
able to drive the expansion,r0 is the initial mass density, and
j0 is a dimensionless factor of order unity which depends
the specific heat ratio@16#. In both single- and double-puls
measurements at various energy ratios, delays, and ga
pressures, we find consistently thatm'0.5, corresponding to
nearly adiabatic expansion of the plasma. The hydrocode
culations support this interpretation. In our previous work
argued that in single-pulse channel generation, rapid cond
tion cooling dominates within the first few hundred picose
onds of a driving pulse, and adiabatic expansion domina
thereafter@2#. Figure 6 shows the shock velocities, taken
the derivatives of the fitting curves in Fig. 5. The effect
the second pulse is to increase the outward shock speed,
the abruptness of this increase clearly seen in the 1.5-ns
sult. It is notable that the average inward compression w
speed quoted above, 53106 cm/s, considerably exceeds an
of the outward shock speeds plotted here.

Temperature estimates can be made by setting the m
sured outward shock speed equal to the approximate sh
speedcs;AZ̄kTe /mi , ignoring in this expression a factor o
order unity which is a function the specific heat ratio@15#.
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3420 57T. R. CLARK AND H. M. MILCHBERG
FIG. 4. ~a! Calculated pressure profiles just before~1.5 ns! and
after ~1.7 ns! the second pump pulse, which peaks att5t2

51.62 ns. Calculated electron density profiles~b! just before and
after the second pulse, and~c! during the phase of the compressio
wave. Parameters: first pulse intensity 731013 W/cm2; second
pulse intensity 2.531013 W/cm2, 200-torr Ar; the laser field profile
is J0 , with the first zero at 3-mm radius.
Here Z̄5Ne /( iNi is the measured peak average ionizati
on axis, whereNe is the electron density andNi is the den-
sity of ion speciesi , Te is the on-axis temperature,mi is the
ion mass, andk is Boltzmann’s constant. Using our hydro
code, we have verified that the above expression forcs
agrees to within;20% of the simulation’s shock speed ov
a wide range of conditions once shock motion has begun~or
has changed! within a few hundred picoseconds of the fir
~or second! pulse. Figure 7 shows this comparison for t
calculation parameters of Fig. 4, and provides confidence
use of the measured shock speed as a temperature diagn
For the case of a single pulse, temperature estimates are
ticularly straightforward since peakZ̄ remains approximately
constant for many nanoseconds after the initial ionizati
Therefore, early time valuesZ̄'@Ne(r 50,t,200 ps!#/
@( iNi(r 50,t,200 ps)# can be used at later times, whe
( iNi(r 50,t,200 ps)'N0 , the neutral atom density in th
gas backfill @2#. At times greater than;200 ps after the
pulse, enough mass density reduction occurs on axis du
the cylindrical expansion thatN0 is not a good measure o

FIG. 5. Outward-moving shock radius vs time for~a! a single
pulse; ~b! two-pulse, 500-ps separation; and~c! two-pulse, 1.5-ns
separation.

FIG. 6. Outward-moving shock speed, taken as the derivativ
the fits to Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!.
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57 3421LASER-DRIVEN IMPLOSION OF A CYLINDRICAL PLASMA
the sum of the ion densities. For the single-pulse case,
peak ionization at early times was determined from interf
ometry to beZ̄'7. For the two-pulse cases~energy ratio
2.7:1 with 500-ps and 1.5-ns delays!, Z̄'7 was determined
after the first pulse alone. The second pulse in each case
not significantly change the on-axis electron density orZ̄
@see Fig. 3~a!, where the main effect of the second pulse
ionization at the channel periphery#. Assuming ionization to
the He-like states of N and O givesZ̄argon'8, the robust
neonlike state~the ionization potential is equal to 422 eV!. It
is therefore not surprising that the second pulse does
changeZ̄ on axis. For our conditions, constantZ̄'7 was
therefore used for the temperature estimation in all th
cases.

Figure 8 is a plot of the approximate on-axis plasma te
peratures, where, for the two-pulse cases, the long time t
perature asymptotes remain higher than the single-pulse
ymptote, evidence that they are higher energy adiab

FIG. 7. From the hydrocode: comparison of the shock sp
~time derivative of peak density position in outward-going shock! to

the expressioncs5AZ̄kTe /mi .

FIG. 8. Estimated on-axis temperatures, from setting the sh

speeds of Fig. 6 equal toAZ̄kTe /mi , whereZ̄ is determined from
interferometry.
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ts,arising because the long time dynamics for the two-pu
case scales as if more total energy per unit mass den
E/r0 were absorbed at early times. These temperatures
the measured electron density profiles are consistent with
absorption measurement of Fig. 2: a simple calculation
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption coefficients using
measured density and temperature gives absorption in
sonable agreement with the data.

The radial integral of the experimental electron dens
profiles provides further insight into the absorption and io
ization dynamics in these cylindrical plasmas. In Fig. 9~a! we
show the number of electrons per unit length of channel@Q
5*0

Rs1DRsNe(r )2pr dr , whereRs is the shock radial posi-
tion andDRs is the approximate shock width# for the three
cases discussed above. The points are fitted to the heu
expressionQ5Q01DQ(12e2t/t), wheret is a time scale
for ionization increase. The total ionization is enhanced
the two-pulse driven plasmas, andt in all cases is greate
than the laser pulse width of 100 ps. Inspection of the den
profiles shows that beyond a few hundred picoseconds
continuing growth in the ionization originates near t
plasma edge. The fits givet52.0 ns for the single-pulse

d

k

FIG. 9. ~a! Number of electrons per unit length of a channel f
single-pulse and two-pulse cases~first pulse to second pulse energ
ratio 2.7:1, with pulse separations of 500 ps and 1.5 ns!. ~b! First
pulse to second pulse energy ratio 2:1, and pulse separation 3.
Total energy 500 mJ.
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3422 57T. R. CLARK AND H. M. MILCHBERG
case, and 1.0 and 0.7 ns, respectively, for the 500-ps
1.5-ns pulse separations. For a 3-ns pulse separation an
energy ratio,t50.2 ns, as shown in Fig. 9~b!. This dramatic
reduction int with increased pulse separation~and increased
shock radiusRs! is clearly understood by considering th
scaling with Rs of the rate of increase of charge,dQ/ dt
5 (d / dt)*0

Rs(t)1DRsNe(r ,t)2pr dr ' 2pRs@csNes 1 DRs

3(]Nes/]t)#, whereNes is the peak density at the shoc
This effect reemphasizes that the excess ionization indu
by the second pulse occurs mainly at the plasma peripher
least under the conditions explored here. As a result, not o
is the reduction of temperature with delay important in t
enhanced absorption, but so is the larger surface area~con-
taining the high density plasma of the shock! presented by
the expanded channel to a second pulse.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of the hydrodynamics of a cylindrica
symmetric two-pulse excited cylindrical laser plasma ha
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aw
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been presented. The total energy absorption and ionizatio
found to be enhanced when a portion of the laser energ
applied after the plasma created by the first pulse has
panded and cooled. The shock region of the channel pres
a dense, cool, and large surface area plasma for effic
absorption of the second pulse, and the absorption can b
high as in long scale length plasma from a solid target o
cluster target plasmas. The high degree of symmetry
efficiency of this absorption makes possible the generatio
laser-driven concentric implosions, which were measured
the first time, to our knowledge, with time-resolved interfe
ometry.
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